CSLI Summer Interns
Final presentations
August 8, 2016
Barwise Conference Room, Cordura Hall

Session 1
9.30-9.45 Finn Rose Ellis (Portland State University)
“Story threading and near peer feedback: Prototyping of techniques for adaptive educational storytelling”
9.45-10.00 Alex Wang (Harvard University)
“A neural model for user-community interaction”
10.00-10.15 Dorottya Demszky (Princeton University)
“Text simplification and abstraction: Towards a solution to the Winograd Schema Challenge”
10.15-10.30 Sarah Sukardi (Johns Hopkins University)
“HabitLab: Conducting behavioral change via online self-experimentation at scale”
10.30-10.45 Jesse Mu (Boston College)
“Learning causal knowledge with adaptive optimal experiment design”

10.45-11.15 Coffee Break

Session 2
11.15-11.30 Oishi Lucienne Banerjee (Stanford University)
“Only if you say please: How preschoolers conceive of politeness”
11.30-11.45 Benjamin Edward deMayo (Stanford University)
“Preschoolers’ selective social referencing in response to uncertainty”
11.45-12.00 Alexandra Kelly (Temple University)
“Robot minds: Assessing the relative contributions of varying mental capacity attributions to children’s moral judgements”
12.00-12.15 Michelle Wang (Wellesley College)
“Not all overlaps are equal: How the rarity of overlaps in preferences affects children’s friend choices”
12.15-12.30 Aviva Blonder (Oberlin College)
“Speed isn’t everything: Children learning ASL prioritize accuracy when establishing reference in real-time”

12.30-1.45 Lunch

Session 3
1.45-2.00 Suhas Arehalli (University of California, San Diego)
“Being precise about imprecision: Building Bayesian models to test theories of absolute adjectives”
2.00-2.15 Michael Lopez-Brau (University of Central Florida)
“Measuring comparison classes for gradable adjectives”
2.15-2.30 Jordan Maier (The Ohio State University)
“How to attain perfection”
2.30-2.45 Sakaria Auelua-Toomey (University of Hawaii at Mānoa)
“Measuring morality: Determining correlations between moral attitudes and decision-making”